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Abstract
Data mining is nowadays essential in many scientific fields to extract valuable information
from large input datasets and transform it into an understandable structure. For instance,
biclustering techniques are very useful in identifying subsets of two-dimensional data where
both rows and columns are correlated. However, some biclustering techniques have become
extremely time-consuming when processing very large datasets, which nowadays prevents
their use in many areas of research and industry (such as bioinformatics) that have experienced an explosive growth on the amount of available data. In this work we present
CUBiBit, a tool that accelerates the search for relevant biclusters on binary data by exploiting the computational capabilities of CUDA-enabled GPUs as well as the several CPU cores
available in most current systems. The experimental evaluation has shown that CUBiBit
is up to 116 times faster than the fastest state-of-the-art tool, BiBit, in a system with two
Intel Sandy Bridge processors (16 CPU cores) and three NVIDIA K20 GPUs. CUBiBit is
publicly available to download from https://sourceforge.net/projects/cubibit.
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1. Introduction
The data analyzed in many scientific areas are often provided in a two-dimensional
way, with information about the magnitude of some attributes (rows) for different samples
(columns). Some examples of such areas are gene expression analyses [25], drug activity [19],
text mining [3], marketing [16], pattern recognition [5], information networks [13], scientific
collaborations [30], analysis of sensor data [20], or social networks [21]. The first step in
order to analyze this data usually consists in applying data mining techniques in order to
find relevant patterns. The most common data mining approach is probably clustering,
which has been applied for decades in order to identify groups of attributes that share
certain relationships [14]. However, traditional clustering fails when trying to find patterns
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among attributes that are only valid for some samples, as usually happens in gene expression
analyses. Biclustering techniques are gaining increasing attention over those kind of scenarios
as they search for subsets of attributes that are only similar for a subset of samples [26].
Biclusters are represented as two-dimensional submatrices of the original input dataset.
Many alternatives have been designed for biclustering [6], each with different advantages
and drawbacks depending on the characteristics of the input datasets. In this work we will
focus on those scenarios where the value for each attribute and sample is binary (zero or
one). These types of datasets are present on several fields such as gene expression analyses [10] (representing whether a gene is differentially expressed in an individual or not),
text mining [22] (each value equal to one indicates that a certain word is included in a text)
or marketing [16] (values are one when a customer buys a certain product). In these scenarios the applications can take advantage of the special characteristics of binary datasets
to provide relevant biclusters in lower runtime than generic counterparts [27, 29, 8, 15].
Furthermore, a recent experimental evaluation of several biclustering tools using gene expression data has shown that binary-based approaches can also be useful for quantitative
data if previously applying a binary discretization [25].
Despite the performance improvement obtained by those tools that are completely focused on binary biclustering, its computational cost is still prohibitive for large datasets.
Scientists could take advantage of High Performance Computing (HPC) architecture in order to accelerate the biclustering procedure. This paper presents CUBiBit, an application
that accelerates the search for binary biclusters in systems with CUDA-enabled GPUs. It is
implemented following a hybrid parallel approach that uses CUDA and the multithreading
support of C++11 so that: 1) it offers multi-GPU support; and 2) not only the GPUs but
also several CPU cores collaborate in the task of finding the biclusters.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related work and
the state of the art. Section 3 describes the implementation of our parallel tool. Runtime
performance is evaluated and compared in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper
and proposes future work.
2. Related Work
The use of HPC facilities in order to accelerate data mining applications is becoming
frequent due to the continue increase of dataset sizes. Among the different HPC approaches,
acceleration on GPUs is quite popular. These architectures provide computing power that
can be equivalent to a medium-sized supercomputer, which is far more costly and thus
less accessible to many researchers or scientists. GPU versions of some popular data mining algorithms have been previously implemented, such as association rule mining [7, 9],
classification decision trees [11, 12], feature selection [28] or clustering [17, 4].
In literature there are already some previous works that use GPUs for biclustering. Concretely, a GPU version of the geometric biclustering algorithm was satisfactorily applied to
find the common patterns of microarray data for neural processing [18], while an OpenCL
implementation of a method based on Pearson’s correlation can use different hardware accelerators to speed up the biclustering of microarray data too [24]. Nevertheless, none of these
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Table 1: Example of a binary matrix with one maximal bicluster.

works are focused on binary data, include multi-GPU or multithreading support and their
resulting codes are not publicly available for their use. The only parallel implementation for
binary biclustering currently available was developed with the MapReduce approach [23],
thus its target HPC facility is completely different to that of CUBiBit. Therefore, up to
our knowledge, CUBiBit is the first available tool for the biclustering of binary data on
multi-GPU platforms. GPUs have been efficiently employed to accelerate other bit-wise
algorithms but not for biclustering [1, 2, 31].
As mentioned in the previous section, several biclustering approaches have been suggested
to deal with binary two-dimensional matrices, Bimax [27] being probably the most commonly
used one. CUBiBit is based on a bit-wise representation already present in BiBit [29], which
makes these tools faster thanks to efficiently using Boolean algebra operations. Moreover, a
recent review of 17 available biclustering methods [25] has proved that the BiBit approach
obtains accurate results for gene expression data, especially on cases with many large biclusters. This work also shows that this approach can be useful for quantitative data if applying
a binarization.
3. CUBiBit Implementation
CUBiBit is a CUDA and C++ based application that searches for biclusters in an input
binary matrix M with dimensions m × n. A bicluster consists of a set of rows and columns
(R, C) so that all the values within that subset are one (i.e. ∀i ∈ R, ∀j ∈ C, M [i, j] = 1).
Like the state-of-the-art tools, CUBiBit only searches for maximal biclusters (i.e. those that
are not entirely contained by any other bicluster) with a minimum number of rows (mnr) and
columns (mnc) specified by the user through command line. For instance, if mnr and mnc
are equal to two, the binary matrix illustrated by Table 1 has only one maximal bicluster of
three rows and columns (between the second and fourth rows, and first and third columns)
while it contains several smaller biclusters of two rows/columns.
3.1. Bit-wise Data Structure for Binary Biclusters
A bicluster is a submatrix of the initial dataset where the attributes represented by its
rows and the samples represented by its columns are correlated. CUBiBit employs a bit-wise
approach to indicate which rows and columns are included within the biclusters. Concretely,
each bicluster is completely represented by two arrays:
• The pattern of the rows (rowP at) with m bits. Each bit in position i indicates whether
the value of attribute i is included or not in the bicluster.
3

• The pattern of the columns (colP at) with n bits. The bit in position j is set to one
when that column j is included in the bicluster.
The terms row and attribute will be henceforth used indistinctly (the same applies to
column and sample). Although the basic unit of digital storage is a single bit, the vast
majority of current general-purpose processors use byte-addressable memory architecture.
This means that the size of the C++ boolean datatype must be 1 byte (8 bits). Instead of
using one boolean to represent each bit of the patterns rowP at and colP at (thus wasting
7 bits per byte), CUBiBit encodes them into arrays of 4-byte integers (32 bits). Thus,
n
m
and 32
, respectively, with each integer containing the
the lengths of these arrays are 32
information of 32 rows or columns. Thanks to the use of patterns we can determine the
rows and columns that belong to a bicluster just with logical bit-wise operations. For
instance, the pattern p of a subset of rows (r1 , r2 , ..., rz ) can be seen as: p = r1 ∧ r2 ∧ ... ∧ rz ,
n
where ∧ is the binary AND operator of the 32
integers of each row. The colP at of a bicluster
is defined as the pattern of the group formed by all the rows contained in it. Similarly, the
pattern of the group that consists of all the columns within a bicluster defines its rowP at.
The concept of bit-wise pattern was already employed in BiBit [29] to make this tool
significantly faster than the most widely employed tool for binary biclustering: Bimax [27].
However, it was only applied to the columns. As will be seen in Section 3.4, CUBiBit extends
its use also to the rows in order to reduce memory transfers between CPU and GPU.
3.2. General Algorithm
CUBiBit is a command-line application that receives some parameters as arguments such
as the path to the input and output files, the minimum number of rows (mnr) and columns
(mnc), the number of CPU threads or the GPU identifiers. The reference manual of our tool
not only includes an explanation of all the arguments, but also installation and execution
instructions.
Algorithm 1 provides a high-level pseudocode of the approach followed by CUBiBit. The
execution starts by reading the input matrix and encoding its values into 32-bit integer
arrays (Lines 3 and 4, respectively), which is usually negligible in terms of execution time
(i.e. input files are relatively small). The first step with a significant computational cost is
the bicluster initialization, comprised between Lines 5 and 12 in Algorithm 1. This step is
in charge of determining the columns included within each bicluster (i.e. the one values in
colP at) and needs two nested loops to check all possible attribute pairs. A bicluster formed
by these two attributes is valid for the next phase if the pattern fulfills two conditions. On
the one hand, the number of columns in the bicluster (i.e. the number of bits equal to one in
colP at) must be equal or higher than mnc (Line 10). On the other hand, no other bicluster
must have the same column pattern, as we are looking for maximal biclusters (Line 11). The
C++ set container is used to save the colP at of all the biclusters as it works faster than a
list for insertions, deletions and searches when each element can be identified by a unique
key (logarithmic complexity instead of linear). In this case the key is equal to colP at, as
no biclusters with the same pattern are allowed. Therefore, the complexity of the bicluster
initialization is O(m2 · log(m) · n).
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INPUT: Path to the files for input (if ile) and output (of ile)
INPUT: Integers mnr and mnc with the minimum number of rows and columns per
bicluster, respectively
Read matrix M of dimensions m × n from if ile
n
Encode M into a 32-bit integer matrix D of dimensions m × 32
Initialize empty bicluster set S
for Each row i in D from 0 to m − 2 do
for Each row k in D from i + 1 to m − 1 do
colP at := row i ∧ row k
#Bit-wise AND of all columns
numCols := number of ones in colP at
if numCols ≥ mnc then
if No bicluster in S with column pattern equal to colP at then
Insert in S a new bicluster with colP at
end
end
end
end
for Each bicluster b in S with colP at do
Initialize rowP at with all bits to zero
numRows := 0
for Each row r in D do
if colP at ∧ row r == colP at then
Set the bit r of rowP at to one
# Row included in the bicluster
numRows := numRows + 1
end
end
if numRows ≥ mnr then
Print into of ile the information of b
end
end
Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of CUBiBit.

Nevertheless, the most computationally demanding step starts in Line 13 and consists in
completing the information of all the biclusters that were initialized in the previous phase by
calculating the rowP at (i.e. determining which rows are included into them). As explained
n
in the previous subsection, CUBiBit only needs 32
logical AND operations between colP at
and the data of the row to determine whether it belongs to the bicluster or not (Line 17).
In this case rowP at is updated accordingly (Line 18). With nb the number of biclusters
initialized in the previous step, the complexity of the bicluster completion is O(nb · m · n).
As the number of biclusters can be up to m2 , the maximum complexity is O(m3 · n).
Finally, only those biclusters with at least mnr rows are printed into the output file. We
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use the same output format as BiBit: one line per bicluster with the information of number
of rows, number of columns, rows ids and columns ids separated by semicolons. We refer
again to [29] if further explanation about the general algorithm (even with a comprehensible
example) is necessary.
3.3. Parallel Bicluster Initialization on Several CPU Cores
The bicluster initialization step, where CUBiBit calculates the columns associated to
the biclusters, checks every pair of attributes as indicated between Lines 5 and 12 in Algorithm 1. As far as opportunities of parallelization are concerned, different resources could
compute different row pairs at the same time. However, we must take into account that
several resources simultaneously searching and/or inserting in the set container could lead
to potential race conditions. Therefore, all the set management must be synchronized, thus
limiting the amount of resources that can efficiently work in parallel. This means that the
bicluster initialization step is not suitable to be parallelized in modern GPUs. Note that
these devices currently provide thousands of cores, and the synchronization overhead would
prevent to achieve an efficient parallelization in the GPU.
However, powerful multicore CPUs are also available in most current platforms. CUBiBit
can take advantage of these dozens of CPU resources to parallelize the bicluster initialization
step using the built-in multithreading support provided by C++11. Several computation
threads can be executed over different CPU cores in order to simultaneously calculate the
colP at of different attribute pairs. More concretely, CUBiBit uses a cyclic distribution over
the first loop (see Line 6). It means that the thread with id tidx works over all pairs
that start with attributes tidx, tidx + numT h, tidx + 2 · numT h, etc., being numT h the
total number of CPU threads. The set is stored in a position of the main memory that is
accessible to all CPU cores. Moreover, a mutex is employed to serialize the accesses and
insertions in the set in order to avoid the race conditions when two threads simultaneously
try to insert biclusters with the same pattern.
3.4. Parallel Bicluster Completion on Several GPUs
As previously mentioned, the detection of the rows that belong to each bicluster is the
most computationally demanding step of the algorithm, especially in those scenarios as gene
expression analysis where there are more attributes than samples. All rows must be analyzed
for each bicluster that was initialized in the previous step. This phase is very suitable for
parallelization as the work for each bicluster is independent. The checking of different rows
for the same bicluster can also be developed in parallel. A two-level parallelization approach
with CUDA and C++11 multithreading was included in CUBiBit so that it is able to exploit
several GPUs installed in a shared-memory platform during this step.
All the computation for bicluster completion is included in one CUDA kernel, whose
pseudocode is represented in Algorithm 2. The inputs are the encoded data matrix and the
colP at of each bicluster found in the initialization step, while the outputs are the rowP at of
those biclusters. After the kernel execution by the GPU, the CPU is responsible of writing
into the output file the results of those complete biclusters with at least mnr rows. All the
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INPUT: Encoded transposed matrix D
INPUT: An array with the colP at of the biclusters
Copy to shared memory the colP at of the bicluster associated to the block
Synchronize the threads of the block
# Each thread with index tidx of the block (with numT h threads) in parallel:
32-bit integer myRowP at := 0
for Each integer i from 0 to 31 do
if Row (tidx + numT h · i) in D ∧ colP at == colP at then
# The row belongs to the bicluster
myRowP at := myRowP at + 1
#Set the bit to 1
end
myRowP at := myRowP at · 2
# Move to the next bit to update
end
rowP at[tidx] := myRowP at
OUTPUT: rowP at of the bicluster

Algorithm 2: Pseudocode of the GPU kernel for biclustering completion. Each CUDA
block is in charge of one bicluster.
colP at and rowP at values are consecutively stored in memory in order to perform the CPUGPU transfers at once. Note that the use of 32-bit integer-based patterns, with only one
bit to represent whether each attribute or sample belongs to the bicluster, reduces the GPU
memory requirements and the performance impact of the memory transfers. Concretely, the
total amount of memory transferred from CPU to GPU is m · n bits for the encoded data
matrix, and nb · n bits for the colP at of the initial biclusters (nb again being the number
of initialized biclusters). The memory transferred from GPU to CPU are the nb · m bits
necessary to store the rowP at of those biclusters.
Each bicluster is completed by one CUDA block, and its threads analyze in parallel
whether different rows belong to the associated bicluster or not. In case that the amount
of biclusters numBi that passed the initialization step is higher than the maximum number
calls to the
of CUDA blocks (231 − 1 in current NVIDIA GPUs), CUBiBit requires numBi
231 −1
kernel. As can be seen in Line 7, each thread of the block is responsible of 32 rows, i.e.,
one 32-bit integer element of rowP at (Line 11). Only the logical AND operations shown
in Line 8 are necessary to find whether the attributes belong to the cluster. In that case,
the bit is set to one (Line 9) and next row is considered (Line 10). As modern NVIDIA
GPUs limit the maximum number of threads to 1,024, CUBiBit can only work with datasets
with a maximum of 1, 024 · 32 = 32, 768 samples. Nevertheless, this amount of columns is
more than enough on realistic scenarios, especially for gene expression analyses, where the
number of attributes is usually significantly higher than the number of samples.
Note a number of optimizations included in our CUDA implementation in order to increase the performance of CUBiBit:
• The colP at of the bicluster is copied to GPU shared memory (Line 3). This is a small
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Figure 1: Overlapping between GPU and CPU work. The GPU computes one kernel while the CPU writes
the results provided by the previous kernel call.

portion of memory (tens of KB) accessible to all the threads within each block but
independent among blocks. This type of memory presents a much higher bandwidth
than GPU global memory. Consequently, CUBiBit performs highly efficient memory
accesses to colP at (32 accesses per thread). One synchronization among the threads
of the block (Line 4) is necessary to guarantee that the whole pattern has been copied
before starting the computation.
• The increase of coalescence in the GPU global memory accesses is one of the most
effective and most common optimization techniques for CUDA codes. It consists in
combining multiple memory accesses into a single transaction and requires that consecutive threads access consecutive elements in memory. Instead of using a matrix with
attributes stored in the rows and samples in the columns (like for CPU), the encoded
matrix D transferred to the GPU is transposed in order to increase the coalescence of
the memory accesses (consecutive threads simultaneously access consecutive positions
in D).
• Each thread tidx is only responsible for the tidx − th 32-bit integer of rowP at (Line
11), which guarantees also coalesced accesses to the output array.
• Data on the CPU is stored in pinned host memory, which usually obtains better I/O
performance when copying this data to the device than non-pinned buffers.
• CUBiBit makes efficient use of CUDA streams and asynchronous memory transfers in
order to overlap the kernel computation on the GPU with the writing of the results
performed by the CPU. While the GPU is completing one group of 231 − 1 biclusters,
the CPU writes into the output file the results of the previous group, as illustrated
in Figure 1. Therefore, our tool minimizes the impact of the output printing on
performance.
Finally, CUBiBit can use several GPUs by launching several C++11 threads, each one
associated to one different GPU. The biclusters that pass the initialization step are evenly
8

Name
K20m
K40c

#SMs
13
15

#CUDA cores
2496
2880

Core frequency
706 MHz
745 MHz

Memory size
5 GB
12 GB

Table 2: Specifications of the two types of GPUs used for the experimental evaluation.

distributed among the CPU threads. Each thread is responsible of initializing its correspoding GPU, performing the memory transfers, calling the kernel only for those biclusters
distributed to it, and printing the output results. These CPU threads only require synchronization using a mutex to sequentialize the writings into the output file.
4. Performance Evaluation
The performance of CUBiBit has been evaluated on a multicore system with two Intel
Sandy Bridge processors (in total, 16 CPU cores at 2.20GHz) that contains four NVIDIA
Tesla Kepler GPUs: three K20m and one K40c. Table 2 shows some interesting specifications
of these GPUs, such as the number of Streaming Multiprocessors (SM) or the number of
CUDA cores they provide. Our tool is compiled with NVCC version 8.0.61. The evaluation is
focused on performance in terms of execution time, as the biclustering approach of CUBiBit
is equivalent to the one of BiBit and its accuracy was already satisfactorily tested in previous
studies [25]. The input datasets were created by randomly generating one and zero values.
Note that the execution time of CUBiBit and BiBit is independent of the origin of the
input data. As performance depends on the size of the data and the biclusters, synthetic
datasets are as suitable as those with real data for performance evaluation. Similarly to the
performance comparison in the aforementioned study, the number of samples is constant
(200), while the number of attributes varies from 6,400 to 25,600. The percentage of one
values in the simulated datasets is 15%. The results shown in this section were obtained
by searching for biclusters with at least 1% of the input matrix dimensions (i.e. 64 × 2,
128 × 2 and 256 × 2 submatrices for the datasets with 6,400, 12,800 and 25,600 attributes,
respectively).
Table 3 compares the total runtime of CUBiBit and the state-of-the-art tool BiBit compiled and executed with the Java runtime version 1.7.0 121. As mentioned in Section 1, up
to our knowledge BiBit is the fastest available tool for biclustering of binary data. CUBiBit
runtime includes the impact of intrinsically sequential parts of the code such as I/O operations or CPU-memory transfers. In all the experiments CUBiBit makes use of the 16
CPU cores for the multithreaded bicluster initialization step (as shown in Subsection 3.3).
As can be seen, our tool is on average 48.80, 73.98 and 61.76 times faster than BiBit when
exploiting one K20m, three K20m and one K40c GPUs, respectively. As expected, speedups
increase with the number of attributes as more work must be performed in parallel (for
instance, accelerations obtained on the K40c GPU are 33.92 and 92.00 for 6,400 and 25,600
attributes, respectively).
However, not all the acceleration is achieved thanks to the parallelization of the algorithm, but also because of using C++ more efficient memory management than the Java one
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Tool

GPUs

BiBit
seq-CUBiBit

1 K20m
3 K20m
1 K40c

CUBiBit

Number of rows
6,400
12,800
25,600
31.55
214.27
1541.89
10.83
73.64
504.85
1.06
4.42
22.62
0.86
3.13
13.20
0.93
3.61
16.76

Table 3: Runtimes (in minutes) of CUBiBit on an Intel Sandy Bridge system with 16 CPU cores and different
GPU alternatives: one K20m, three K20m and one K40c. The runtime of a sequential custom-made C++
counterpart (seq-CUBiBit) and BiBit are also included for comparison purposes. All tools look for biclusters
with dimensions at least 1% of the input dataset size. The number of samples and the percentage of one
values in the input dataset are constant: 200 and 15%, respectively.

included in BiBit. In order to provide an insight about how good is our parallel approach,
we have developed a C++ sequential version (denoted as seq-CUBiBit in Table 3) that is
completely similar to CUBiBit but without any parallelization (neither C++11 multithreading in the bicluster initialization nor CUDA kernel for bicluster completion). This sequential
implementation, compiled with the GNU compiler version 4.9.2, is on average 2.96 times
faster than BiBit. By comparing the runtime of CUBiBit and this sequential version we can
assert that the overall acceleration provided by the parallelization is 16.40, 24.79 and 20.72
using one K20m, three K20m and one K40c, respectively. Note that these speedups are
higher for the largest scenario, where the percentage of time spent in the CUDA-parallelized
step (biclustering completion, see Subsection 3.4) is higher. For instance, CUBiBit using
16 CPU cores and three K20m GPUs is able to find all the biclusters of the dataset with
25,600 rows in around 13 minutes, while the sequential C++ counterpart requires more than
8 hours (speedup of 38.25) and BiBit more than one day (speedup of 116.81).
Although the increase of speedup when using several K20m compared to only one GPU
does not seem too impressive, it is not due to a bad collaboration between CPU threads and
CUDA kernels, but because only the bicluster completion step benefits from it. The graphs
in Figure 2 show the runtime breakdown for CUBiBit using one and three K20m GPUs,
as well as that of the C++ sequential version. While biclustering completion is the most
computationally demanding step in the sequential implementation (on average, 93.74% of the
total runtime), its impact is reduced to a mere 50.84% using one K20m GPU. Therefore, the
potential benefit of using several GPUs is limited to only around half of the execution time,
and it is even worse for small datasets (only 33.32% of the runtime is dedicated to bicluster
completion with one K20m GPU when analyzing the dataset with 6,400 attributes). The
performance breakdown proves that the CUDA optimizations described in Subsection 3.4
make the CUBiBit kernel highly scalable. In fact, the average runtime reduction of the
bicluster completion step on one K20m GPU compared to the same step in the sequential
C++ counterpart is 30.03. This average speedup is increased to 69.39 when using three
K20m GPUs (with a maximum speedup of 82.14 for the largest dataset). The benefit of
the multithreaded approach implemented in the bicluster initialization step is more limited
10
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Figure 2: Performance breakdown of CUBiBit and the custom-made C++ sequential counterpart. Both
versions look for biclusters with dimensions at least 1% of the input dataset size. The number of samples
and the percentage of one values in the input dataset are constant: 200 and 15%, respectively.
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because the CPU resources are not so powerful as GPU ones. Furthermore, the CPUs require
a synchronization when accessing the C++ set as mentioned in Subsection 3.3. As expected,
the runtime of intrinsically sequential steps such as input reading and memory/structures
initialization is constant for seq-CUBiBit and CUBiBit. The analysis of these results also
explains the reason why the speedup obtained by CUBiBit increases with the number of
attributes: the bicluster completion step has more impact on the runtime of the whole
algorithm.
5. Conclusions
This work has presented CUBiBit, a high-performance C++-based biclustering tool to
process very large binary datasets on multi-GPU platforms. In fact, our tool follows a hybrid
parallelization approach that takes full advantage of the abundant computing resources
provided by CUDA-enabled GPUs as well as multicore CPUs. The experimental results have
shown significant speedups when compared to a representative Java-based biclustering tool,
reducing the execution of BiBit by up to 116x when using three K20 GPUs and two 8-core
CPUs. Moreover, the scalability of CUBiBit has been assesed by comparing it to a custommade C++ sequential implementation. These experiments indicate that our parallelization
provides a maximum speedup of 38 when processing a dataset with 25,600 genes. CUBiBit
is publicly available to download from https://sourceforge.net/projects/cubibit.
As future work, we aim to include in CUBiBit a more general (although maybe less
efficient) GPU kernel that can work with datasets that contain more than 32,768 samples.
The tool should choose the proper kernel to execute in the GPU depending on the size of
the input dataset. Moreover, we will explore the use of GPUs to accelerate biclustering
techniques for quantitative data.
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